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Font chalkboard se

This tutorial will walk you through the technique to develop your expressive, playful, hand-drawn type. You will be guided through the idea of generation and character design and given tips on how to manage space to create balance and harmony in your creations. I used to waste too many hours trawling through font lists, desperately trying to find the right one, but with nothing really hitting the spot.
Eventually, I realized it might be a good idea if I started reaching for my pen and pad to work out my own solution instead of getting bogged down in these nightmare lists of indecision. Dating with the ins and outs of characters, and trying to capture the mood you want to convey with typography is a handy skill set. Yes, it takes practice, but every time you try, you learn a whole stack of new things. For
example, designing your own type really helps you assess how subtle differences can have a big overall effect and how the wrong type choices really dull your concept. This tutorial will help you get started with making your own fonts. Over the next three pages, I'm going to share with you the techniques and processes I've developed over the years. First, you will need to get your material in order. Nothing
too fancy: just a few A3 expression paper, 2H pencil, fine shells, good rubber, sharpening, ruler and some masking tape. Let's begin.1 Study fontsba, getting to know yourself with the characters in fonts. Open an app, such as Adobe InDesign or Illustrator, and type alphabets in some favorites. Find out why you like them and what consistencys and inconsistencies are obvious. Then open the sketch book
and start experimenting freely with different typefaces. Start by drawing some characters from your favorites list; as you build confidence, start adding your own. At this stage is not right or wrong, so just play.3 Sketch freeYou are now confident enough to use the concept to help tied all your sketches together. Here, we're creating a major typography of a fictional tattoo parlor called Pounds of Flesh. For
inspiration, you can use the Loosesketchreference file.jpg.4 Two pages that you are satisfied with your loose sketch, it's time to start a larger, more focused version. Get two loose sheets of paper and arrange them on top of each other. Use the mask strip to glue them together to fold it over the top.5 Draw guides On the bottom page, start marking some guides so you can position your characters accurately.
Divide the page across its width and length to find the central point of the paper. From this point, draw lines across a full width 4cm increments as shown here.6 Simple rulesOur first word has six characters which we will space equally across the top. However, we need to lay down a couple of rules. For example, o and n should be wider than d, you and s. The target is about 1cm per width u's ass (marked in
the figure).7 Sketch operation requires a bit of trial and error. Start by freely sketching characters, paying attention to the spacing across the width of the page and between each character as well as their height. Do not try exactly: just feel the drawing and space.8 Introduce consistencyNext, make some small changes some characters introduce consistency. Note o here, which is now vertical stress to the
center. Explore your characters by checking each of them to see where consistency can be included.9 Draw oOnce you're happy with how your first word works out, it's time to move on to the next. In our example it's about. I've started by designing a central shade in the middle of my page that fills up a space that is about 2.5x2.5cm in size. I've then gone to room f and r the same on both sides. Note that
you will have to take into account the spurs on this and serifs for r when you are doing it.10 Tie ribbonTime add some finishing. Place two stars evenly from f and r and then start addressing the ribbon shape. Give in on some breathing space and ensure you keep the width and height equal in all four parts: front, wraparound and ends.11 Flesh it outNow let's move to the flesh. Measure the width of the
pounds by adding vertical guides aligned with the arm P and end s to use as starting and end points. Then make a baseline, drawing 1 cm a step above the lower guide. Most of these characters (each 5.5cm wide) are made of a single part. The tails are 1.5 cm wide with a line set 5mm to the left. I've marked more consistenci to consider, too.13 Describe the curves the letter's going to be the trickiest – with
other characters being so straight, it'll stick out like a sore thumb, throwing off the balance of the word. Keep the s curve in the center of 1.5cm, so it matches the sticks of the rest of the characters.14 Finesse itOnce you're lucky, it's time to use the top sheet of the easing paper you added earlier to really add the finesse to your drawing. That would be the fun part. Remember that you can simply replace the
paper if you have to start because you think you can do better.15 Ink on topWhen you're done top page, it's time to use it as a template to ink up to the final version. Remove the bottom sheet of tracing paper and place a new new sheet over the top, sticking it with masking tape. Start tracking outlines with a pen.16 Adding effectsOutstructing, let's say you'll fill them out. Instead of making them solid black,
you might want to try some effects. I've experimented with creating the illusion of light by stippling, or making strokes that fade as they come in the light.17 ExperimentDon don't be afraid to experiment: you can easily replace the top page so you don't have to start over from scratch. I messed up making the lines too thick and creating a witty H, so I started over to a new top page. When you're done, it's time
to scan it.18 Open filesScan with high res and open files in Photoshop. If, like me, you only have an A4 scanner, stitch two pieces together and select Image &gt; Adjustments &gt; Levels. Tweak the sliders so that the blacks become darker and the whites become lighter, creating more contrast.19 Photoshop magicNow select Select &gt; Color range. Click the highlighted area and press OK. Then, you
create a new layer by holding the selection of the tent around the object. Press Shift+Delete. Select the color you're looking for and press Return. You now have a free object that can be used the way you want. For more information about type and tips, see What is typography? and the best free fonts posts on our sister site Creative Bloq. 10/17/05 8:30PMFontsFreeTopWeb publishingThis image was lost
some time after publication. Good free fonts are hard to find. I run a Google search and you'll find that there is simply more junk than it is possible, it's worth you time to wade through. To this end, Lifehacker reader Vitaly Friedman let us know about a great list of great free fonts. So I've decided to create a Top 20 Best License-Free Official Fonts that could be used rather for official, serious presentations
(such as business sites) than a colorful teenager's website. The best monogram fonts feature some stunning monograms. From General Electric yves to Saint Laurent and NASA's iconic worm, there are many cleverly drawn monogram logos around, often with iconic and memorable typefaces. When you ask graphic designers which font they'd use to create a monogram logo, the good ones will tell you that
you've got to draw these bad boys. However, designers rarely draw monograms from scratch, and although the identity project is getting off the ground and the creative approach is being completed by the client, designers will be playing with different concepts. Off-the-shelf fonts are mighty handy in the original design stage, and are sometimes eventually used with very few tweaks even what can look like
highly crafted monogram logos (see our favorite monogram logo ever in our roundup). By chatting with a range of designers and looking for lovely monogram logos in the wild, we've put together a list of unique, interesting and even outrageous fonts that could provide inspiration for your next monogram venture. And if you're following more font inspiration, don't miss our list of the best free fonts available,
the best italic fonts or our favorite handwritten fonts. 01. FidelioFidelio: Alterative characters with extravagant swashes make Fidelio playground logo designer (Image credit: Bauer types)Price: From £31.99Download hereDraunds by French graphic designer and typographer José Mendoza y Almieda in 1980, Fidelio was named after Beethoven's only Despite this Germanan influence, this is the chancellor's
script script romanesque look. Its loops and flourish are attractive, but not exaggerated, and pulling the initials of the brand name together in different ways will create some fascinating permutations as extensions for the characters to interact. Beauty brand Armand Dupree in its monogram logo almost does not change.02. BaskervilleYou don't look far on a font that can evoke fantastic monogram logos
(Image credit: Adobe Fonts)Price: From £35Download hereDesigned in the 1750s, Baskerville is a classic typeface that you probably already have in your arsenal – it's part of the Adobe Fonts collection after all. Inspired by Didot and Bodoni, it's the contrast between thick and thin strokes that you'll play with, using Baskerville as the basis for the monogram logo. Turn up that contrast until the thin strokes
are gone and with a touch of creative magic you create a monogram that has an abstract shape but remains readable as letters to the viewer. V &amp; And Roger Federer logos are examples where baskerville-style font was the beginning of something special. There's something playful about Caslon Graphique's curves and how they flow into these thick vertical elements (Image credit: URW Type
Foundry)Price: From £23.20Download hereCaslon is another classic English typeface that's hard to beat. The original font family was developed by Caslon in the 1720s, and Caslon Graphique takes these basic proportions and pumps up the contrast. Like Baskerville, the interaction between light and heavy strokes is what makes Caslon Graphique a pleasure to work with logo development. 04. Bellissima
ScriptEmbossed with soft, springy stock, Bellissima Script instantly evokes a complex and timeless feel (Image credit: Sudtipos)Price: From $79Download hereDay yoke, monograms were created from the initials of important people and sewn in their clothing in lavish kalygraphy letters. Bellissima Script gives you all the delicious swoops and swashes you might ever need when designing a monogram logo
with an elegant, exquisite Baroque feel. Not only is Bellissima Script ooze in the class, it's the award-winning typeface by Alejandro Paul that helped his foundry Sudtipos make his name in early 2000.05. American TypewriterSeen here in a light condensed way, American typewriter serifs are just crying out for extra loops and swooshes (Image credit: FontHaus) Price: From £35Download hereAlsi both
inspired typewriter fonts, American typewriters have never really used machines and are now enjoying life in the digital realm like MacOS and iOS system fonts. As such, it could be just under your nose, ready to place your monogram logo in the design. The lightest versions of this typeface, with its soft curves and delicate plate serifs, are crying associated with cleverly drawn swashes. Well-connected,
two- and three-letter monograms in this typeface also work in white from color Maelstrom SansWith his negative approach to stroke weight contrast, Maelstrom has hidden optical effects yet to reveal (Image credit: Klim Type Foundry)Price: From $50Download hereEver since the late '90s, New Zealander Kris Sowersby is absolutely killing it typographically through his Klim Type Foundry. Maelstrom and
Maelstrom Sans are typefaces that radically reverse typographic norms when it comes to contrast. If a typeface like Didot would have a thin stroke, Maelstrom would go thick... and then some. It's not the only typeface to do this – also seeing negative variations in Typotheque's Karloff – but it's probably the most extreme. Playing with Maelstrom will create a monogram logo like that the world has never seen
before, so why not give it a shot?07. The history of decorative layer history was used in the Studio8585 craft of this monogrammed sports retailer Momento Venerem (Image credit: Studio8585)Price: From 80 $Download hereExperiment with letters and find new ways to connect them is at the center of designing an attractive monogram logo, and the history of Peter Bil'ak's Netherlands found Typotheque is
a typeface that offers many to experiment with. The standard Roman letter shapes are there, and you can build on them in layers by adding serifs, swashes, contours, patterns and more. There are ample possibilities with this font to create many completely unique monogram logos, and history is suitable for exciting ways already in the world of identity design.08. BisectIt is quite a niche, but Bisect is full of
options if you can match it with the right brand (Image credit: MuirMcNeil)Price: From £45Download hereLike History, Bisect is a type of system that uses layers of interesting effect. However, if History celebrates the past, Bisect effuses about the future. These geometric, monospaced fonts form each letter from basic shapes, fitting them squares into the grid. Different fonts in typeface are designed to work
in layers and use them in this way, can cause a monogram logo with two future slices and one retro slice of its appearance and operation. Also read: Best monospaced font09. Founders GroteskDot Bruce Mau created the identity of the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art as he took the knife to the founders of Grotesk (Image credit: Bruce Mau Design) Price: From $50Download here, a Modern geometric
typeface may not seem like your go-to, thinking about the monogram logo, but if a customer you brand is a modern organization, then why not use one and not just thinking outside the box, cut the box up completely? The great thing about geometric typefaces, where O forms the perfect circle, is that often letters can be extracted in quarters and used to create new typographical structures – and this is
where the possibilities come forward in terms of monogram logo design. The founders of Grotesk are a great example, but you might as well try Avant Garde, DIN, Futura and many others.10. DigestiveDesigner Thomas van Ryzewyk this monogram perfume brand Thomas Kosmala digestive (Image credit: Thomas Kosmala Paris)Price: From $129Download hereAccording to its designers, Digestive is the
offspring of Art Nouveau and Gothic architecture influenced. However, looking at the type in this face you would be forgiven for thinking that this is actually a wise attempt to build letters from the digestive tract of a higher mammal. Never run from a font like this: unusual and even rather ugly typefaces can evoke the most interesting and experimental monogram logos, and they should never be written off.
Digestive is a mind bender – use it and look for others like it.11. Vance SerifAncient Roman and Early Christian architecture is influenced by Vance Serif, but it doesn't feel old or traditional (Image credit: Typeverything)Price: From €49Download hereMuch as Fidelio, the font we started off with, Vance Serif's Romanesque look at it and the wonderful swashes that lend themselves so good to the monogram
logo design. Indeed, it inspired Roman architecture and like any great classical typeface there is a very stable underlying structure to it. Originally designed by architecture firm Clayton Vance as an exclusive typeface by Kevin Cantrell and Andrei Robu, it is now available for your logo design pleasure. Read more: more:
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